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ECOLOGICALSPECIES,MULTISPECIES,AND OAKS
Leigh Van Valen'

Summary
Oaks exemplify problems with the reproductive species concept which motivate a
reconsiderationof the use and nature of species. Ecology is important in the reconsideration. The species level is usually overemphasizedin evolutionary thought; selection acts
on phenotypes and any mutualistic units. Standard definitions tend to inhibit free
conceptual progress. Multispecies,sets of broadly sympatric species that exchange genes,
may occur among animals as well as plants and may conceivably bridge kingdoms. This
phenomenoncan be adaptively important. There may be taxa without species. The degree
of modality of adaptive zones can be investigatedempirically.
Muller (I952)
and more directly Burger (I975) have shown that North
American populations of oaks (Quercus) cut across the frame of reference of the
now usual concept of species. This discordance may well be widespread among
plants and microorganisms and seems to occur for some animals; oaks are merely
conspicuous and well studied. I believe with Burger that the situation is sufficiently serious that a reconsideration of the nature of species is needed. I agree
with his conclusions but go beyond them. My concern is with the nature of
processes rather than terms for them, although the latter level is sometimes more
convenient for discussion.
The usual concept of species can be stated as follows (Mayr, I970): "Species are
groups of interbreeding natural populations that are reproductively isolated
from other such groups." This concept is grandly called "the biological species
concept." But that is an arbitrary appropriation of a term with a more general and
earlier meaning. I will instead use the term "reproductive species concept."
Simpson (I96I) proposed a modification of the reproductive species concept to
fit it to the numerous cases where the two defining criteria are irrelevant: "An
evolutionary species is a lineage (an ancestral-descendent sequence of populations)
evolving separately from others and with its own unitary evolutionary role and
tendencies". I will modify Simpson's concept, first stating the revised version
formally and then justifying it.
My underlying framework is radical and includes the beliefs (i) that genes are
of minor importance in evolution and should ordinarily be considered there in
nearly the same degree (if often not for the same reasons) as other molecules,
(2) that the control of evolution is largely by ecology and the constraints of
individual development, and (3) that selection acts primarily on phenotypes,
which are the building-blocks of communities. A species is one kind of unit of
evolution, although there are many other kinds, but how best to say so precisely?
The Ecological Species Concept
The following definition is a vehicle for conceptual revision, not a standing
monolith.
A species is a lineage (or a closely related set of lineages) which occupies an
adaptive zone minimally different from that of any other lineage in its range and
which evolves separately from all lineages outside its range.
A lineage is a clone or an ancestral-descendent sequence of populations. A
: Departmentof Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
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population is a group of individuals in which adjacent individuals at least occasionally exchange genes with each other reproductively,and in which adjacent
individuals do so more frequentlythan with individualsoutside the population.
Lineagesare closely related if they have occupied the same adaptive zone since
their latest commonancestor.If their adaptive zone has changed since then, they
are closelyrelatedif the new adaptationshave been transferredamong the lineages
ratherthan originatingseparatelyin each.

An adaptive zone (Van Valen, I971) is some part of the resource space together
with whatever predation and parasitism occurs on the group considered. It is a
part of the environment, as distinct from the way of life of a taxon that may
occupy it, and exists independently of any inhabitants it may have. The word
"zone," although entrenched, is perhaps unfortunate in suggesting the necessary
existence of natural boundaries or subcontinuities in the resource space. The
boundaries of an adaptive zone may be fixed and if so will remain the same
whatever species are present, like apartments in an apartment house or a surface
with basins separated by ridges. Alternatively there may be no such pre-existing
boundaries, as with an Iroquois long house or a flat surface, and yet subdivision
can be imposed on it by the nature of the particular species that happen to be
present together. Which of these intergrading alternatives on the modality of the
resource space is most prevalent is an unresolved, in fact nearly unstudied, and
important empirical question.
The degree of difference in adaptive zones required will vary from case to
case. Dandelions (Taraxacum officinale) have sympatric clones that differ slightly
as to the part of the resource space occupied (Gadgil and Solbrig, 1972), and even
if these do not in fact interbreed it is arbitrary whether they are placed in the
same or different species.
"Range" is both geographical and temporal. In cases of geographic or temporal
variation of the adaptive zone of a species, it may occasionally happen (I know of
no real cases, but the possibility is usually ignored) that some other species in part A
of the range may be more similar adaptively to the first species as it exists in part B
of the range than is the first species as it exists in part A. This is a minor semantic
complication which does not seem worth incorporating into the definition, although
a real case would be interesting ecologically. Separate evolution is, as Simpson
(1961) noted, the underlying reason for the importance of reproductive isolation.
It therefore seems appropriate to use it directly. As is the case in the real world,
this criterion has fuzzy boundaries.
For instance, it is arbitrary whether otherwise similar populations on isolated
islands are called different species. I would not want to make such a splitting,
because their evolution is still sufficiently similar and splitting would unnecessarily
complicate biogeographic theory and practical systematics, but the decision seems
to be one of taste rather than biology. The populations are, after all, separate.
It is for us to determine, for our own purposes, whether their evolution is
controlled by pressures sufficiently different that the evolution of these populations
is also separate. I believe that this criterion is the one most commonly applied to
such situations in practice, at least implicitly.
It may seem that sympatric but isolated populations with similar phenotypes (sib
species) present a problem, but they would not persist together if they did not
occupy minimally different adaptive zones.
An operational criterion for the occupation of different adaptive zones is a
difference in the ultimately regulating factor, or factors, of population density (cf.
Van Valen, I973). Some species thus occupy more than one low-level adaptive
zone.
Reproductive isolation of allopatric populations is of minor evolutionary
importance and needs little consideration. For instance, Zouros (1974) and others
have found that ecological difference is more closely related to genic difference
than is the occurrence of reproductive isolation. Schwarz (1974) gives other
evidence and concludes that speciation occurs by ecological change, any reproductive isolation being incidental.
234
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Ghiselin (I975) has made a useful advance by considering species to be "the
most extensive units in the natural economysuchthat reproductivecompetition[for
genes]occursamongtheirparts."However, such competitionoccurssimultaneously
at many levels with different time scales. The "most extensive"might perhapsbe
entire trophic levels competing reproductivelyfor free energy, and indirectly for
the preservationof their genes. I thereforefind this proposal incomplete.
Species are maintained for the most part ecologically, not reproductively.
Completely asexual communitieswould perhapsbe as diverse as sexual ones, with
numeroussubcontinuitiesand even discontinuities.This suggestsbut does not require that the main criterion of species be ecological. Heed (1963) found the
phenotypic diversity for a group of Drosophila to be similar in different places,
but in some places the morphsbelonged to the same speciesand in some places to
different species. A similar situation, where morphs and species are almost interchangeablein a community,may hold for the snail Cepaea (Clarke, 1962) and for
spruce

(Picea;

Stern

and Roche,

1974,

pp.

I32-I38).

Cases of character

dis-

placement and character release are evidence for a similar significance of
continuous variation. It is the ultimate regulatory factors of its population density
that determine whether a phenotype will persist in a community.
Evolution and the Ecological Species
It may well be that Quercus macrocarpa in Quebec exchanges many more genes
with local Q. bicolor than it does with Q. macrocarpa in Texas. Considering the
easily detectable proportion of intermediate individuals ("hybrids") in Quebec
and the short-range gene dispersal of most plants (cf. Ehrlich and Raven, I969;
Levin and Kerster, 1974), it would be surprising if this were not the case. The
nature of the selection that keeps the two species largely discrete, whether based
on a strong environmental subcontinuity or on developmental ("genomic") integration, is unknown. Stebbins (1970) gave evidence for the maintenance of such a
situation over millions of years for another pair of species of Quercus. A set of
broadly sympatric species that exchange genes in nature can be called a multispecies.
(The "syngameon" of Grant [I957, I97I] is a similar concept although restricted
to hybridization as a method of gene exchange. However, this term was originally
defined by Lotsy [I925,
as meaning any Mendelian population, as DobI93I]
zhansky [i951] noted, and Cuenot [I951] used it even more broadly for any set

of potentially interfertile organisms, including specifically the entire genus Canis.
Turesson's ecospecies and coenospecies are based on ability to hybridize, not on
gene flow in nature [Stebbins,

I950]).

Van Valen,

I971)

The ecological species concept treats gene flow differently depending on
whether it is sympatric or allopatric. This distinction is partly arbitrary but has a
reason. Q. macrocarpa and Q. bicolor are evolutionarily and ecologically largely
discrete, and their broad sympatry over most of their range precludes subspecific
designation. Moreover, each varies geographically. The possibility of multispecies
with widely dissimilar components, discussed below, accentuates the usefulness of a
distinction. At the other extreme, subspecies of the deermouse Peromyscus maniculatus are allopatric and often differ in major aspects of habitat use, yet they
do intergrade and something coinciding with the reproductive species concept in
this case seems useful. Homo sapiens has been a similar species.
Higher taxa may almost fit the definition of the ecological species concept,
whence the word "minimally" with reference to the difference in adaptive zones.
This delimits species from higher taxa and, as the end of a possible continuum, is
why species are less arbitrary taxa than are those in higher categories. It is also
why the species category itself is the least arbitrary category. However, the
ecological species concept is similar to ecological interpretations of higher taxa
(Simpson,

I953;

and so helps

in conceptually

unifying

all

categories. A symposium published in the December, I973, issue of Systematic
Zoology shows an apparent consensus that evolutionary taxonomy is a simple
combination of cladistics and resemblance. The addition of another dimension by
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the explicit use of adaptation, however, makes classificationcloser to the actual
processesof evolution.
The apparentfact that speciescan originate from intermediateindividuals(this
seems to have happened in oaks: Q. alvordiana as discussed by Tucker, I952)
permits the possibility that some such species have a multiple origin, from geographicallyseparateintermediatesexpandingwith the expansionof an intermediate
environment.The lack of reproductiveisolation between the more extreme species
makes interbreeding of such expanding populations likely when they meet.
Conversely,one speciescan expand and incorporatesome or even all the surviving
genesof another(the compilospeciesof Harlan and de Wet, 1963).
Ecotypes differ from species in being multiply derived from an ancestralstock
and usually in being allopatric or parapatric to it. However, a geographically
continuous ecotype regionally sympatric with its ancestor would be a species.
Ecotypes restricted to small, unique areas of serpentine-derivedor lead-polluted
soil would be marginalcasesand indicate a mechanismof origin for species if the
edaphicconditionswere more widespread.
Most importantly,however, incompletereproductiveisolation of speciespermits
better evolutionaryadaptation.Adaptationsuseful to only one speciescan easily be
kept from the other, while adaptationsuseful to both can get to both wherever
they originate (Brues, 1964, I973, I974, and unpublished). This is true for
adaptations useful to both species in only part of their range as well as for
adaptationsof generaluse. It would be desirableto survey Q. macrocarpaand Q.
bicolor electrophoreticallyin different parts of their range to see how important
this phenomenonhas been. And the multispecies,moreextensivethan the ecological
species,does not have all its seedsin one ecological basket.As Burger(I975) notes,
the Quercus situation is relevant to the interspecific continuity of subspecies
postulated by Coon (1962) (which even Dobzhansky [I970, p. 392] has accepted,
without mentioningCoon), Freudenthal(I965, 1968, and personalcommunication),
and Martin (I970), and discussedin terms of genetics by Van Valen (1966) and
Brues(1964, 1973, I974). It is difficult to see how such an advantageoussituation
could be selected for directly, however, and it is probably a byproduct of other
phenomena.
There may be taxa without species.Rubus,Crataegus,andthe Enterobacteriaceae
are possible examples,and the dandelion case is conceptuallysimilar.The problem
resulting from this possibility would be nomenclatural and not scientific.
Why, other than for names,must there always be species?And even namescan be
treated non-traditionally. It seems preferable to see whether there are in fact
objectively boundedclustersmore or less comparablein adaptive scope to those in
other taxa, ratherthan startingfrom an assumptionof the existenceof speciesand
then trying to find their boundaries(cf. Rahn, I929; Cowan, 1962; Hutchinson,
I968).

The modality of a broadadaptive zone can be definedas the degreeto which it is
partitionedwhen the effects of the included specieson the adaptive zone itself are
eliminated. In those parts of an adaptive zone which can suitably be represented
by a multidimensionalspace, the modality is the density of clusteringin this space
of the images of points (or small regions) of the physical space in the part of the
real world we are considering. For example, as a simple case with some applicability to herbivores,we can take the entire world with two dimensionsof
wetness and primary productivity. The wetness dimension will contain a strong
subcontinuityin the region onto which bogs and marshesmap, since they are rare
in relation to waters and dry land, and there will perhapsbe no marginal subcontinuityat all in the dimensionof productivity althoughthere are obvious interactions.

Statistically, I have defined (Van Valen, I974) the modality
M

i

d2j -(uniform)
N2
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, where dij is the

- (uniform)
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Euclideandistancebetween any two points, and (uniform)is the value of the summation when the same number of points are distributed uniformly in a hypersphere with diameterequal to the distance between the extreme observed points.
N' is the maximumvalue of the double summationand occurswhen half the points
2

are at each end of the diameter.M will then rangefrom o for no modality to i for
a clusteringof all pointsinto two. It can be negativewhen there is unimodality.
The variablesshould obviously be made equivalent,as by dividing each by its
mean. But there is a seriousproblemin the applicationof M when measurementson
different variablesare best taken at physicalpoints or different sizes of regionsper
unit, as with size of seeds and availability of holes for cover. There may be
thousandsof seeds, each representingone datum (perhaps weighted by nutritive
value) to be plotted, in a regionwith one hole. A bird may need one hole but many
seeds, so sampling one seed in the region is inadequate.M can be calculated independentlyfor each variable,but their combinationis awkward althoughrelevant
to the speciesthat inhabitthe adaptive zone.
The detailed pattern of natural variation itself, within perhaps more than
among populations, phenotypic perhaps more than genotypic, is of considerable
interestfrom the viewpoint of adaptation."Difficult,"predominantlyasexual,taxa
may be the bestgroupswith which to study this. Even they confound(I) biologically relevant subcontinuitiesin the environment, (2) effects of competition, and
(3) epistatic effects of different phenotypes and genotypes on fitness (isolated
phenotypic and genotypic adaptivepeaks in a uniform environment).But controls
are possible and the discontinuitiesamong sexual species limit the scope of their
variationin a way that is irrelevantto this problem.
Just as at least some bacteriophageexchange genes with their prey, it may be
that gene exchange occurs in other cases of intimate symbiosis,e.g. mycorrhizal
associations.It is even conceivablethat genes are transferredbetween insects and
plants by meansof those viruseswhich somehowgrow in both (cf. Anderson,I970;
Zhdanov and Tikchonenko, I974). A possible examplehas recentlybeen described
betweencarnivoransand primates(Todaro,Sherr,Benveniste,Lieber,and Melnick,
I974; Sherr and Todaro, 1974; Benveniste and Todaro, I974). Such situations
would be marginal examples of multispecies. In an important but obscurely
publishedpaper, Durden (1969) has proposedthat thereare often geographicdines
between the extremesof one and two reproductivespecies,the intermediatesbeing
multispecies-like.

From the point of view of ecologicalinteractions,and thereforewith respect to
the operationof (and to some extent the responseto) natural selection,the specieslevel unit in a communityis fuzzily bounded.The possibly mutualisticnature of
chloroplastsand some other organellesis repeatedby definitely mutualisticinteractionsthat are less highly integrated(Margulis,I970). Lichensarecommonlytreated as species with a dual ancestry.Reef corals and many other organismswith a
heterotrophancestryare partly to wholely autotrophic(Odum,I97; Zucker, 1973;
Muscatine, 1973, I974) becauseof endosymbioticalgae which function as chloroplasts. Shouldsuch ecologicalunits be consideredspecies?Theonly importantproblems are the gradationof mutualisminto occasionalinteractionsof otherwiseseparate
individuals, and the possibility of nontransitivemutualisticassociations.A double
genome is accepted for lichens. Mutualistic units compete with each other and
with nonmutualisticspeciesfor a community'sresourcesand in this respectbehave
as (suboptimal)coalitions in n-personzero-sumgame theory.
It is unclear why multispeciesseem to occur less commonly among metazoans
than elsewhere. Burger (I975) suggests that the more complex structure (i.e.
development) and more precise mating of many metazoans may be crucial. Additional possibilitiesare sharperdelineation of adaptive zones, if this occurs, and
the seeminglygreaterrarity of closely related sympatricspecies.Controls on these
variables are possible and can help their evaluation. There may neverthelessbe
metazoan multispecies. Fischer-Piette (various papers reviewed by Van Valen,
1969)has describeda possiblecase in the limpet Patella, and othersmay occurin the
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rotifer Polyarthra (Pejler, 1956), the abalone Haliotis (Owen, McLean, and Meyer,
1971), the fish Etheostoma (Echelle, Echelle, Smith, and Hill, I975), and the
mussel Mytilus (Seed, I972). A theory which denies the possibility of multispecies
inhibits their discovery.
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